ANCRA’S NEW
GEAR DRIVE TENSIONER
FOR SECURING BOTTLED GASES
STRAP ASSEMBLY P/N 10939-10 & 10939-12

Gradual Tensioning and Release with Improved Ergonomics

Ancra’s NEW Gear Drive Tensioner is available in a 2-inch strap assembly for securing specialized cargo. The gear drive provides more control when tensioning the strap than a ratchet buckle, with the ability to be locked in place every 1/28th of a spool rotation. The worm gear self-locks against back drive rotation. The folding handle locks the gear system and tension when folded over, with a magnetic detent to hold it closed. Gradual tensioning means better control, and makes the new Gear Drive Tensioner perfect for securing bottled gases and other specialized cargo.

FEATURES

- Weight: 5.8 lbs
- Gradual tension increase & release
- Assembly Strength: 3,333 lbs WLL
- Standard 12-ft length with custom lengths available
- Gradually release strap tension by turning the handle counterclockwise
- Reduced hand pressure when tightening strap compared to standard ratchet straps
- Gear housing is made from high impact polycarbonate material that can withstand temperatures from -40 F to +180 F

LESS HANDLE FORCE GIVES IMPROVED ERGONOMICS

A standard ratchet requires 90 lbs of handle force to create 300 lbs of strap tension. With Ancra’s Gear Drive Tensioner, you can create 300 lbs of tension with only 27 lbs of handle force.